
Robert Smith 
Poker Dealer/Manager

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Transportation professional was knowledgeable in multiple areas of the 
transportation industry including rail and highway. Experienced in the 
process of conducting a traffic impact study, the usage of traffic monitoring
devices and traffic analysis. experienced in operations.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Poker Dealer/Manager
Casino Real -   2010 – 2019 

Responsibilities:

 Evaluate all counts for games and provide an optimal level of customer 
services for Poker Card Room.

 Verbally announcing actions of players to the rest of the table, and 
correcting players who act out of turn.

 Verify the number of bets and raises by players, collect folded hands, 
maintain side pots, and showdown to identify the winner or winners.

 Responsible for counting money received in and chips going out of the 
gaming complex.

 Responsible for counting money received in and chips going out of the 
gaming complex.

 Provided a fun, inviting environment while using a calm, quiet means to 
remove unruly players.

 Provided guests with game instructions upon request in a courteous 
manner.

Poker Dealer/Manager
Gold Strike Casino Poker -   2005 – 2010 

Responsibilities:

 Deal all poker games and tournaments and prop poker games 
Accomplishments I believe I have been an asset to this room.

 Always stay on top of procedures and promotions.
 Always had less floor calls in my games than other dealers and helped 

players any way I could.
 Skills Used I have no problem dealing and running all types of poker 

games.
 Limit holden, no limit holdem, Omaha Hilo, pot limit Omaha.
 Stud, Hilo stud..
 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 

to your current role.

Education

Diploma
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Communication Skills, 
Team Building, Team 
Leadership, Teamwork, 
Customer Service, 
Access.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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